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Revitalization of Small Group Pathology Teaching in a Medical School Curriculum Incorporating Informatics Tools

**Philip J. Boyer, Dana M. Grzybicki, Robin L. Michaels, Robert L. Low**

Department of Pathology, University of Colorado Denver, Aurora, CO. E-mail: <philip.boyer@ucdenver.edu>

**CONTENT**

Pathology instructional content is a cornerstone of the organ system-focused years 1 and 2 curriculum of the University of Colorado School of Medicine and includes 20 two-hour "small group" sessions (156 medical students divided into 8-10 groups) with faculty and residents serving as preceptors. The small group sessions had been essentially unchanged for approximately ten years. There was lack of uniformity of content and instructional model of the sessions; materials were outdated; student scores in the pathology component of standardized examinations lagged behind scores in other disciplines; and evaluation of the small group sessions by students, highly variable among instructors, ranged from high praise to disappointment to virulent diatribes.

**TECHNOLOGY**

Distribution of the text- and image-based content of the curriculum incorporated Microsoft Word and PowerPoint documents, Adobe Acrobat Pro PDFs, standard HTML Web pages, and the Blackboard content management system. Specimens used for macroscopic instruction were acquired from surgical pathology and autopsy cases to supplement the extensive but outdated teaching collection.

**DESIGN**

Case-based educational modules were developed for each of the 20 small group sessions, incorporating didactic content and gross specimens to compliment and supplement material covered in lectures, guided by the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME), United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) topic lists. Outcomes assessment included (1) tracking of student performance on pathology content of a customized version of the NBME comprehensive basic science exam (CBSE) taken after completion of the first year of medical school and on Step 1 of the USMLE taken after the second year and (2) evaluation of feedback from students for each "block" of the curriculum and on graduation questionnaire (GQ) surveys.

**RESULTS**

There has been an improvement in pathology component scores on the CBSE and NBME Step 1 examinations; generally strongly positive comments about small group sessions and practice questions on course evaluation; and reduction in complaints about the pathology course on student GQ surveys.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Work to date has met the primary objectives of improving and standardizing content. Advances during the 2012-2013 academic year will include incorporation of required Blackboard-based "pre-test" quizzes for each session.

Active Learning for Pathology Image Analysis

**Lee A. D. Cooper^1^, Christina Appin^2^, Rami Yacoub^3^, David A. Gutman^4^, Hyun Ju Choi^4^, Jun Kong^1^, Fusheng Wang^4^, Carlos S. Moreno^2^, Robin Bostick^3^, Daniel J. Brat^2^, Joel H. Saltz^4^**

^1^Center for Comprehensive Informatics, ^2^Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, ^3^Department of Epidemiology, Rollins School of Public Health, ^4^Department of Biomedical Informatics, Emory University, Atlanta, GA. E-mail: <lee.cooper@emory.edu>

**CONTENT**

Object classification is a fundamental problem in pathology image analysis. We have developed an active learning system to perform object classification tasks in whole-slide imaging applications. This system enables users to iteratively refine classification rules through a series of computer-guided experiments. The classifier selects examples for user review, and feedback is collected to refine the classifier at each iteration. This machine-driven approach forces users to label ambiguous examples and also hides algorithm complexity from end users, enabling scientific collaborators to be engaged more easily.

**TECHNOLOGY**

Sections of glioblastoma tissue were stained with Hoescht and quantum dot immunohistochemistry to identify mTOR, phospho-Rb, and Ki67. Slides were digitized at ×20 objective magnification on a 3D Histech panoramic scanner. Nuclei were segmented using gradient flow tracking, and each cell/nucleus was represented with 73 features describing morphology and protein expression. LogitBoost was used to classify cells and provide classification confidence scores. Scores are used to select samples for review to create a uniformly distributed set of examples from obvious to ambiguous.

**DESIGN**

Examples are presented in groups of fifty, evenly split between classes, and classification and segmentation errors are recorded (random class assignment initially). Review continues until enough examples from each class have been identified to train the classifier. Two experiments were performed: (1) Identification of cells with any single positive signal and (2) identification of cells with co-expression. Classifiers were trained until the pathologist was satisfied and then validated on 500 randomly selected cells.

**RESULTS**

The first experiment achieved 99% accuracy in discriminating single positive cells. This classifier was trained in four iterations reviewing 300 total cells. Of these, 76 required correction, with 73 corrected in the first iteration. The classifier for co-expression did not converge during the initial iteration due to a lack of co-expressing examples. A total of 600 cells were reviewed in this iteration.

**CONCLUSION**

The active learning framework is a promising approach to object classification problems, but requires further investigation to determine its limitations. The initial training iteration is problematic for applications with rarely encountered objects since examples are randomly chosen initially. Future studies will investigate improving sampling methods and more complex applications.

Preparation and Training for Interinstitutional Whole Slide Image Clinical Consultation: A Process Analysis

**Nicholas C. Jones, Elena F. Brachtel, Rosemary H. Tambouret, Chin-Lee Wu, Eugene J. Mark, G. Petur Nielsen, Rosalynn M. Nazarian, Lyn M. Duncan, Gregory Y. Lauwers, David C. Wilbur**

Department of Pathology, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. E-mail: <ncjones@partners.org>

**CONTENT**

Prior to beginning an interinstitutional whole slide image (WSI) subspecialty consultation pilot, a number of volunteer pathologists and one WSI technician needed to gain experience with scanning and interpreting WSIs and emulating the clinical workflow with a digital pathology platform. This organic process of training new pathologists across multiple subspecialties was continuously evaluated.

**TECHNOLOGY**

The Corista Digital Pathology Platform (Corista LLC, Concord, MA, USA, web browser-based WSI viewer and case management software), Mirax MIDI WSI Scanner, networked PCs.

**DESIGN**

An imaging technician scanned and entered cases from the normal clinical workflow of volunteer subspecialist pathologists into the digital platform. The pathologists were asked to interpret the cases on WSI before their normal glass slide interpretations. No washout period was used in order to emphasize potential differences between digital and glass slide interpretations. Case selection was not random; a variety of smaller cases were selected in order to minimize the impact on the pathologist\'s time. WSI and traditional interpretations were compared, pathologists were surveyed as to their thoughts on the process and technology, and technical data were gathered.

**RESULTS**

One hundred and seventy specimens, spread among nine pathologists, were reviewed . One hundred and sixty-three (95.9%) of the WSI interpretations correlated with the glass slide interpretations. Six (3.5%) had minor discrepancies (no patient care impact), and one (0.6%) case had a major discrepancy (potential patient care impact). Pathologist responses to the training methodology and platform were highly positive, with the time involved in WSI interpretation being cited as a concern, primarily due to computer speed, network speed, and input device limitations.

**CONCLUSION**

Though the goal was not to validate WSI use, the correlations between digital and glass interpretations were excellent. The individuals involved were comfortable with the technology and primed for WSI telepathology consultation. As computer hardware and network bandwidth increase at predictable rates and pathologist WSI screening speed increases with experience, it is expected that these limitations will decrease with time.

The History of Pathology Informatics: A Global Perspective
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**CONTENT**

"If you don't know where you came from how can you know where you're going?" The history of pathology informatics is a tale with many dimensions. At first glance, it is the familiar story of individuals solving problems that arise in their clinical practice of medicine. Under the surface, however, lie powerful forces---technical, regulatory, societal, and beyond---that have all played their part in molding our discipline into what it is today. The aim of this project was to solicit a historical account of the evolution of pathology informatics from informaticists around the world.

**TECHNOLOGY**

E-mail correspondence; Microsoft Word (Redmond, WA, USA).

**DESIGN**

Leading figures in pathology informatics from all over the world (Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia, Europe) were requested to submit historical material (articles, monographs, personal remembrances, photographs) regarding local progress made in pathology informatics.

**RESULTS**

A review of the submitted materials over a 1-year period indicates the following trends: (1) Early efforts in pathology informatics stemmed from the USA and Europe; (2) pathology informatics is now a global discipline, with almost all continents driving developments in the field; (3) the advent of the Internet was a disruptive event with significant impact on pathology informatics; (4) the prevalence of different technologies in various regions correlates with intangible factors (e.g., regulatory concerns) and tangible factors (e.g., operational costs).

**CONCLUSIONS**

This project resulted in the first global compilation of the history of pathology informatics. It clearly demonstrates that intimate knowledge of our past is a critical foundation for wise stewardship of our future. This historical document is intended to serve as a baseline for future developments and refinements in the field. Further work is required to capture missing details to complete this treatise.
